
Number figures and illustrations according to the chapter: Fig. 3-1, Fig. 3-2, Fig. 3-3, etc. [each as a separate file]. 
Include a typed list of these items with your final files and make sure the title on your typed list and on your electronic 
file correspond.

Suggest locations for your illustrations, figures, and tables. These may change during editing and production, but it is 
helpful to have your suggestion at the start. Include a direction in the manuscript.

[Map of France about here]

Typed list: Map of France (chap. 2, p. 35)

Digital Scans

Scans should be a minimum resolution of 300 dpi for a 3˝-wide image for the interior, or a minimum of 300 dpi for 
a 5.5˝-wide image for the jacket or cover front. It is not possible to achieve satisfactory results by increasing the reso-
lution of an image that has been scanned at a low resolution, even if the image appears to be fine on your computer 
monitor or in a ink jet or laser jet print.

Files downloaded randomly from the Internet, unless you are working with a museum of other institution, are usually 
72 dpi and not usable for offset printing. Permission to use the image must be obtained; please supply the URL of the 
image file or proof that you have permission to use the image in print. 

Files that are scans from previously printed material contain a dot pattern that was introduced for offset printing. The 
dot pattern will usually cause a moiré pattern in the new publication. Please use files from previously printed sources 
only as a last resort.

Submit files in Tif, EPS, or JPG. Files in the following formats will not be accepted: GIF, PSD, PNG, or BMP. Do not sub-
mit image files embedded in Word documents.

Number of scans from original art (glossy photos, transparencies, or original drawings) ______

resolution:     300  600  1,200 2,400

file format: tiff  eps

Number of scans from previously printed material (illustrations and photos from books)
 resolution:     300  600  1,200 2,400

file format: tiff  eps

Are laser printouts provided for each scan?

yes  no

Computer-based drawings (figures, maps)

Please supply an editable (application) file whenever possible so that, if necessary, the designer can change the type-
face. Make sure the type in the map is legible. Do not place type over lines in the graphic, and if a graphic is placed on 
a screened area, the screen should never be more than 40 percent black.

total number of graphics          ______

file format: tiff  eps  application ___________________________

Are laser printouts provided for each scan?

yes  no

Digital Art Check Sheet

Author       ________________________________________ Title__________________________________________
Date______________________
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